EAT CORN & GET BETTER SIGNAL
EAT VEG CURRY

£

BE A BETTER DANCER
EAT HALLOUMI & HAVE BETTER TENT SEX
VEGI

BETTER THAN

- BEEF
- CHICKEN
- PORK
- ALL MEAT IN-GENERAL
- AUSTERITY
- ODD SOCKS
- FLU
- JUSTIN BIEBER
- AND CARS
mmm ...  

FALAFEL

Like Kebabs, only without all the:

* Lips * Arseholes * Foreskins
* Ear Lobes * Faeces * Toenails
* Ear Wax * Bodily Fluids * Rodents
* Pubic Hairs * Bogeys * Plasters
* Sawdust * Condoms * Insects
* Chemicals * Pollution * Nipples
* Tent-Pegs * Wet-Wipes * Wellies
* Environmental Destruction
* Planetary Eradication
CAMERON'S HAD HIS COCK IN THE PORK EAT VEG